












More on MAC ET NICK  The last notes on this 17mm pitch
French  system  with  flexible  steel  Strips  were  in  17/472-3.
Since then two each of  Sets 1 & 3 have come to hand,  all
incomplete but they add a little to the previous account.  My
thanks to David Hobson for lending me his outfits.  With  the
Sets  were  two  leaflets  showing  all  the  parts  –  one
corresponded  to  the  OSN 17  account,  and  the  MCS Extra
Sheets, but the other, probably later, contained some changes
- details in the Parts section below.

The No.1 & No.3 boxes are the same size, 47*19½*3cm,
and the lids  are the same too except  for  the blue glued-on
flash in the bottom left corner. The No.3 lid is shown below;

the  No.1  flash  is:  ‘1  base-outillage’  (basic-tool).  Inside  the
Strips  &  Axles  push  through red  card  holders  glued  to  the
bottom of the box, while most of the other parts, loose or in
little  cellophane packets,  sit  in  sloping  recesses made from
yellow card and printed  with good advice and  plugs  for  the
product. The 35h Strip is too long for the box and sits, curved,
inside one of the corners.

Notes on the  parts follow, to supplement OSN 17.  • The
Riveting Tool works  well  although  quite  a  bit  of  force  is
needed to get a tight  joint.  The Rivets  can sometimes,
with care & difficulty,  be  removed and used again,  but
often  parts  of  the  peening  break  off  in  the  removal
process. The Rivets look very neat but the drawbacks are
that using them takes time, and there has to be room for
the back part of the Tool inside the model. • Rivets  The
two lengths are about 3 & 3½mm o/a. • N&B  There were
packets of N&B in 2 of the Sets. In one they were bare
steel  and the Bolts,  10mm u/h,  had either  a
5.8mm Ø RH or a 5.0mm Ø CH; the Nuts for
both  were  hexagonal,  6.0mm  A/F  &  2mm
thick. In the other Set they were dull plated, on
brass  for  the  5.6mm  Ø  dome

headed  Bolts,  15mm  u/h,  and  on  steel  for  the  Nuts,  with
dimensions  as  before.  The thread was in  all  cases  the  old
French 3mm Ø by .6mm pitch. • There are different lengths of
the Axle in the ‘later’ Leaflet, 62, 79, 96, & 115mm. The 62 &
79mm  have  been  seen,  &  so  has  the  Crank  Handle,  un-
changed at 115mm – that’s the shaft, the length o/a is 150mm,
with  a  30mm  handle  offset  17mm.  All  are  4.04mm  Ø with
square ends and the characteristic longitudinal  groove,  less
than 1mm wide & too shallow for me to be able to measure. •
Other changes in the later Leaflet are: the Trapezoidal Plates
#116,115  are  renumbered  115,116;  Curved  Strips  #118,119
are renumbered 130,131; and a #148 has been added, a Rod
& Strip Connector, but it isn’t illustrated. • The Axle Stop #138
is  another  hollow rivet  but  brassed  steel,  with  a  flat  head,
8½mm Ø. It is 5½mm long & a tight push-fit on the Axles – if it
is too loose the end is to be lightly tapped with a hammer. • As
would  be  expected  the Strips  & the  parts  made from them
(#61,65,72,75,76,77) are steel. The other parts seen (#86,87,
91,101,106,110,129,130,131,133) are aluminium.

There were 2 types of  Model Sheet with the Sets, both
similar in style to the one described in OSN 17 but the models
are dark blue on the light blue ground. One is A3 printed on
both  sides;  the  other  A2  printed  on  one  side  only, with  2
panels  identical  to the A3 sides.  All  the models  are for  Set
No.1, simple but a good selection. The 8 models on one A3
side go from balance No.122 (Scales) to grue sur rails No.289
(Crane on Rails), & the 10 on the other from manège no 320
(Chair-O-Planes)  to  sapine  tourante  no 229  (Slewing  Tower
Crane). This last side is the one mentioned in 18/522, and one
of the larger models on it, the Warship, is shown below, about
90% full-size.  It  would  be  over  40cm long,  and  the  single-
barrel ‘guns’ fore and aft are the two parts of the Riveting Tool.

POSTSCRIPT  Since the notes above were written a little
more material  has  come to  hand,  notably  a  1+2 Outfit,  far
from complete, but with some interesting parts. The box has 2
trays in a sleeve the same size in plan as the boxes already
described, but 6cm deep. The trays are the No.1 & No.2 box
bases and the sleeve has a horizontal partition to support the
top one. The top of the sleeve is as the box lid but with small
'1'  & '2'  roundel  stickers  instead of  a  flash.  These are also
stuck  on  the  ends  of  the  appropriate  trays.  '1',  '2',  'base-
outillage' & 'base-complément' are printed on one sleeve side
while on the other are the contents of the 2 sets.

The parts are as expected except:  • The two 3*7h Single-
flange Plates #101 are anodised a vivid purple and the 2nd, 4th

& 6th holes in the flange are 9.0mm Ø.  • There are no 3*3h
Plates #87 but  instead two 3*3h Single-flange Plates  with a
9.0mm  centre  hole  in  the  flange.  One  of  these  parts  is
anodised copper & one is plain. This part has not been seen
before & is not in any of literature to hand.• Most of the Rivets
found were formed from a flat  aluminium blank,  see

(1) below. The 2 flat prongs must be bent over
by hand and don't  grip  nearly  as  well  as  the
normal Rivets.  • The 2h Strips, & A/B #65, are

steel with a dull rustproof finish.• The
Spanner  is  blackened
steel,  60mm  long,  with
the  unusual  jaws  at  (2)

above  which
don't  quite  fit
the Nuts (they

are the plain steel type, with RH Bolts).
The Booklet  with  the  Set  is  the  'earlier  type'  and the  Axle

lengths  match  it.  The Contents  on the  sleeve are  as  expected
except that the #151 (petite clavette) is  not listed for either set.
These facts might point to this being an early set but it had been
thought  that  the coloured  parts  came later. And were the  3*3h
Flanged Plate & the 9mm holes early features later abandoned, or
late improvements? The 9mm holes seem a strange change.

A similar set but with 4 trays has been seen on Ebay. The
top is as before except that COFFRET (Chest)  has been added
above the number roundels. Of these only the '4' remains but light
patches show where the '1', '2' & '3' would have been. The layout
of the 'cardboard' in the trays, and the parts in them, are as would
be expected. No coloured parts could be seen.

Finally,  David made the Submarine on the box lid and very
smart  it  looked too with Rivets  nearly  everywhere.  He told  me
though that he quickly found it best to use N&B initially and then
rebuild using Rivets, and in a particular order if the Tool was to be
used to clench said Rivets.

(1)

(2)
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